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Abstract 

In the total solar eclipse of March 7, 1970, observation of contact times was made at 

Pu巴rtoEscondido in southern Mexico. The present paper gives the d巴scriptionson th巴

observations and the process of determining th巴 apparentrelativ巴 positionof the sun to 

the moon. 

The observation was made by th巴 sp巴ctrophotometricmethod ; th巴 spectrographwas 

composed of an obj巴ctiveprism of a direct vision typ巴， atelescope (f=930 mm，件＝58mm),

and a 16 mm-movie camera. R巴gistrationswere made at a rate of 16 shots per second for・

45 seconds around each contact, and good images of the flash spectra between 4500 A and 

5200A wer巴 obtainedwith pr巴cisetime recordings. 

Photographic measurements were carried out at 4615 A on 60 frames for the 2nd con-

tact and 100 for the 3rd. Photographic densiti巴sof the spectra wer巴 readout referring to 

the prominent features of the moon’s limb to avoid th巴巴ffectsof image distortions. A 

curve of the limb darkening of the sun was obtained, which had the maximum gradient 

of 7.0m per lぺ
In order to compare the results of the observation with the limb profil田 ofWatts' 

charts, som巴 smallmodifications were made to both th巴 positionangles and the heights 

in the charts, r巴taining their datum unmoved. The appar巴nt r巴lative position of 

the sun to the moon was determined finally on the basis of Watts' charts with th巴 ac司

curacies of土0.01"in the direction of the apparent relativ巴 motionand土O.Fin its per-

pendicular. 

Between the observation results and the eph巴merissom巴 differenc巴sare found, which 

are difficult to be explain巳dby the expected corrections to the adopted values of the 

ephemeris time and the geodetic position of the observation point. 

1. Introduction 

In principle, the relative position of the sun to the moon can be determined 

directly by observing the progress of a solar eclipse. The centers of both the sun 

and the moon ar巴detectedwith reference to their respective limbs in this method. 

In truth, the sun has not a discontinuous boundary on the margin but gradually 

diminishes its intensity toward the outer region. In a certain region, however, 

the change in the intensity is so abrupt as to amount to 100 times per 1.0" along 

the radius. It s巴emsto be somewhere in this region that is usually recognized as 

the solar edge (Although the definition of the solar edge is thus obscure within a 
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very narrow limit, it does not mean any inconv巴niencefor defining the c巴nterof 

the sun as long as the layers investigated are cone巴ntricand stable). 

In the older days, the relative position of the sun to the moon wa9 determined 

geometrically by measuring the photographic images of the sun in the partial 

phase on the plates taken by a long focal telescope. The greatest difficulties in 

the method were deformations of the images by turbulence of the earth’s atmos-

phare and uncertain irregularities in the moon’s profile. 

The introduction of cinematographic technique in the 1920’s was an epock-

making development in the history of eclipse observation; it replac巴d the 

g巴ometricalmethod by an entirely new method which consists of measuring the 

amount of light employing the fact that it changes rapidly at the inner contacts 

and suffers comparatively little influence of the atmospheric turbulence. Further” 

more, a number of reliable charts of the moon’S profile were published rece叫ly.

The center of the moon, as far as it is derived from optical observation on 

the edge, can not be determined independently of a contour map. In other wor・ds,

the center must be defined consistently with th巴 datumof the contour map. The 

r巴fationbetw巴巴nthe geometrical and dynamical c巴ntersof the moon should be 

determined as the results of the accumulation of such observations and the theore-

tical developm巴nts.

As stated above the contact problem is preferable to be treated photometrically 

and in actual observations the contact times are determined by measuring the 

intensity of light from the stable layers in the boundary regions of the solar 

surface. Since the observed quantity in this method is the integrated amount of 

light from all the layers outside th巴 pointconsidered, the light from, for example, 

th巴 chromospher・e,of which the layers are comparativ巴lythick and unstable, has 

rather bad effects and should be rej巴ct巴d. It is th巴reforerecommended that the 

stronger lines of the spectrum are avoided and the continuum only is used. In 

order to satisfy thes巴 conditionswe have two methods : (1) spectral, and (2) using 

a monochromatic filter. When photography is used as the means of registration 

of the light, it is necessary to mal王eth巴 imageshave some area because the micro-

photometer demands a two dimensional expanse of the imag巴sfor measurem巴nt.

In the first method this condition is盆liedintrinsically, but in the s巴condcase it is 

necessary, for example, to let the images run by using a running camera. 

In the 1970 Mexico Eclipse, the authors adopt巴dthe sp巴ctrophotometricmethod. 

The method has two advantag巴s,as well as those mentioned, that it gives some 

data on the solar physics at the same time and that it does not r巴quireany expen-

sive巴quipmentespecially design巴d. In the spectrophotometric method, th巴 spectra

of the crescents of the sun dispersed to the direction perpendicular to them are 

obtained by cinematographically at the inn巴rcontacts and the time of exposure 

for each photograph is recorded by time marks printed on the edge of the film. 

The int巴nsityof the integrated light ov巴rany point on the moon’s contour changes 

with time monotonously and, if a contact is defined by a C巴rtainamount of the 
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intensity, it can be determined for each contour point by following the successive 

frames. 

Finally, if we know the times of th包contactsfor all the observed points on the 

moon's contour, the position of the sun is obtained relative to the datum of the 

moon’s limb by the least squares determination. 

The moon’s contours taken from the charts do not in general coincide perf巴ctly

with th巴 correspondingcontours obtain巴dfrom the observation. The differenc巴S

may be caused by the imag巴 distortionsand by the defects of th巴 charts. The 

effect of the atmospheric disturbance is not so serious as other causes such as 

Eberhard e妊ects. It is advisable that th巴 contourmap is revised slightly in order 

to take these effects into account, while the revis巴dcontour is kept coincident with 

the original one as a whole. 

2. Equipments 

It is desirable to record phenomena faithfully in detail just as they occur. On 

the other hand it is important also, esp巴ciallyin the field works, that the巴quipments

are easy to handle and capable to get the data even under rather bad conditions. 

The system of the observational equipments was originally designed just to regist-

rate the contacts with the accuracy such that the standard deviations for the final 

values of the moon’s profiles were comparable to the uncertainties in the available 

charts of moon’s profiles. 

The observational system consists of a spectrotelescope, a 16 mm-movie camera, 

a timing device and an equatorial mounting (See Fig. 1ふ

The spectrotelescope is of an objective dir巴ctvision type, which is composed of a 

SF2-60° prism and two BK7-38° unequal-sided ones on its both sides and an achromatic 

lens of 58 mm in aperture, 930 mm in focal length. This optical system is specified 

to make the light of 4860 A pass without deflection and to yield a dispersion of 

about 100 A per mm at Hp in the focal plane. The movie camera is one of Bolex 

H 16’s, which was driven with an electric motor on the day. In ord巴rto set the 

plane of dispersion in the direction of th巴positionangle of each inner contact, these 

two parts of the system are constructed to a rigid unit with iron tube, which is 

held at th巴 cent巴rby the bearings on the equatorial mounting as to be rotated around 

th巴 opticalaxis. Then measurement on the microphotometer becomes easier since 

direction of dispersion in the picture is always parallel to the fr百 neworks of th巴

film. 

The time signals of 50, 1, 0.1 and 1/60 Hz are generated by a crystal oscillator 

and are mixed and made into 0.3 m sec-width pulses through simple electronic cir-

cuits, which stimulate a miniature n巴onlamp in a small cylindrical capsule fixed in 

the camera. The flashes of the time signals thus yielded are printed as a s巴quence

of small circular spots on a side line of the註lmthrough a pinhole of the capsule. 

Th巴 clockrate of the crystal oscillator is compared with the standard time signals 
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Fig. 1 The schematic diagram of th巴 spectrophotographicequipm巴nts.

1. hood, 2. prisms, 3. lens, 4. telescop巴 tube, 5. guiding telescop巴，

6. 16-mm movie cam巴工a, 7. miniature n巴onlamp, 8. bearings, 
9. el巴ctroniccircuits, 10. crystal clock, 11. duall beam synchroscope, 
12. all wav巴 r巴ceiver.

⑫ 

by means of photography on a dual beam sy chroscope. The equator匂Imounting is 

one of those of the same type being in use in the usual domestic field works, for ex-

ample, of satellite geodesy. Its driving mechanism for diurnal motion is controlled by 

a tuning fork oscillator powered by dry cells. 

3. Observation 

All the Japanese exp巴ditions,that is, those of Tokyo Astronomical Observatory, 

Kwasan Observatory and Hydrographic Department settled their observation stations 

at Puerto Escondido, a small village on the Pacific coast of southern Mexico. The 

camping site was in the yard of an electric power plant situated on a small plat巴auof 

about 100 m height where one can look down the Pacific Ocean some 1 km away in 

south and west. 

The astronomical longitude. and latitude of the station were determined through 

equal altitude observations by a Ni-2 type astrolabe of Carl Zeiss. The height was re” 

duced by means of the trigonometric measurements from the mean sea level of Puerto 

Escondido Bay where the tidal heights were observed for 12 hours on a calm day. 

In the morning of the 7th of March, the day of the solar eclipse, the meteorological 

condition was so favorable as could b巴. The met巴orologicalobservations on the station 

at 1Qh40皿 Mexico Standard Time, that is, 30 minutes before the s巴condcontact, fur・圃

nished; cloud : 0, atmospheric pr巴ssure:1007 mb, temperature: 31.3 °C, humidity: 

51.3 % , wind: west, 3 in scale, transparency : best. 

The self-registering thermometer record巴da maximum temperature of 31.8°C at 

1Qh27へwhichwas followed by an abrupt linear decrease to the minimum of 27.5°C at 
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llh42皿， 10minutes after the third contact, and then occurred a quick recovery to the 

ordinary temperature of the month. 

The observation of the eclipse was carried out successfully as had been scheduled 

beforehand; the flash spectra were photographed from 11 h26m5Qs to 11 h27皿 35sfor the 

second contact and from 11 h3Q田 158to 11 h31 mQ2s for the third with 16 shots per s巴cond.

The time of exposure was 0.0228. The exposures for calibration of the photographic 

density were made at 13hl0皿 afterthe eclipse and finally a small experiment was made 

at 14hQQ皿 inthe dark room of the camp. 

伊国間宙開時圃司面画担ー同ー同司面軍回開司輔自戸司置戸戸司司画担
． ・・・・・モ・・・・句・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・．． 

Fig 2 Flash spectra 

Fig. 2 shows a part of the film of the eclipse; the diameter of the moon is 9 mm in 

the original picture. The strongest lin巴 inthe center of the spectrum is that of Hp 

and the magnecium triplet at some 5170 A is s巴enin the right. In the sequenc巴ofthe 

photographs we can see clearly that the intensity of the continum shows so rapid de-

crease, while thos巴 ofthe emission lines change little with time. A sequence of the 

small circular spots on the side line of the film are the time signals of 50 Hz, where 

the break of the sequence means a right second. 

After the end of the partial phase some exposures were made in order to convert 

photographic density into intensity of light. In the place of the telescopic hood in Fig. 

1 （①） was set a 50 cm focal length collimator, which had a neutral glass wedge with 

density gradient of 0.15 per mm. Then the collimator was guided directly to the sun 

and shots were made with different slit widths under the same controls as in the 

photographings of the flash spectra. 

In order to examine the positional r巴lationb巴tweeneach photographic fram巴and

its corresponding spot of time signal, the following small experiment was made after 

the field observation. Another miniature n巴onlamp connect巴dseriesly with the lamp 

just used for printing the time marks in the camera was set on the objective side of 

the aperture of the camera. The camera was driven continuously while these two 

neon lamps were lighted on and off incessantly by one switch. In this case the simple 

photographic measurements on the developed film give the distance on the film be-

tween the spot and the photograph exposed at the same instant. 

The film prepared for this observation was Eastman Plus-X Negative (16 mm, ASA 

80 in day light). 

The development of the film was made commercially at a domestic laboratory. 

4. Photometry 

The photometry was performed on the 60 successive photographs about the s巴cond

contact and 100 about the third. These numbers of the photographs correspond to 
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4s and 68 of registration time int巴rval,respectively. The color r巴gionswept by the slit 

of the microphotometer was near 4615 A, which was located rather near to the edge of 

the picture but was not affected by any stronger巴missionline. The best focus was 

attain巴dunexpectedly at this wavelength. 

The measur巴mentswere carried out by means of a Nalumi self r巴cordingmicro-

photometer of Tol守OAstronomical Observatory by the courtesy of the staffs of the ob-

servatory. The scanning was made rectilinear匂 inthe right angle to the dispersion. 

The r巴cordingsp巴巴dwas 140 mm per minute on the role paper on which the enlarge圃

ment of the picture was 160 to 1 and the density range cov巴redwas between 0.27 and 

2.27. 

Th巴dimensionof the slit used was 16μ×SW; the former figure corresponds to 0.2° 

of the position angle at the limb of th巴moonand the latter to 6 A in the spectrum. 

These measurements were perform巴din one day and night, in which period a pic-

ture of a step wedge was swept sev巴raltimes to check the performance of the syst巴m,

and there was no discernible indications of the drift. Since the rectilinear sweep 

caused small shift of the wavelength measured, the corrections for this effect were 

evaluated by measuring a few pictures of the flash spectra at the two regions of 4615 A 

and 4633 A. The r巴sultshows no significant differ官 icesof the photographic densities 

betw巴enthese two color regions. 

log I 
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1,0 

。。

一一一－ valleys at the ・znd contact 

ー一一 valleys at the 3rd印 ntact

一一一 hillsat the 2nd contact 

－一一ーー hills at the 3rd contact 
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Fig. 3 Int巴nsitygradients at th巴巴xtremedisk of the sun 
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In Fig. 3 are given the gradients of the limb-darkening obtained at 4615 A. For 

the purpose of fixing th巴ey巴salways on the same radii of the sun, the densities of the 

points in the pictures corr巴spondingto the same distinct hills and valleys of the moon 

were read out from the recording paper, and the continuous series of readings thus 

gained wer巴 reducedto log I, I being intensity of light in an arbitrary scale, with 

respect to th巴photosphericheight. There we can see some discrepancies esp巴ciallyat 

the top and the bottom of the curves among those of the hills and valleys for the 

second and the third contacts. They are, of course, not real. We should remember 

that those portions of the curves wer巴derivedfrom the registrations out of the proper 

exposures and furthermore that the observation was made with a rather small optical 

syst巴m. Th巴reforew巴cannothave any absolute confidence upon these figure, but we 

can estimate coarsely the magnitude of the darkening in the extremity of the photo司

sph巴re. d log I/dh tak巴Sthe maximum value of 2.8 at the inflection points of the 

curves, where h means the photospheric height. Or we may write in the form 

dm/dh=7.0mjs巴condof arc, at 4615 A, 

which is compared with 

dmjdh=5.69± .11 

4.86 

10.5 

at 4100 A (Krist巴nson),

at 4800 A (Lindblad), 

at 6190 A (Kristenson). 

Since the definition of the solar edge is essentially arbitrary in a sense of photo司

metry, we shall not intend to discuss on the radius of the sun in the present paper, but 

define the contact, for convenience, by a certain value of the density. If we could 

define the edge by the inflection point of the curve in Fig. 3, the final value of the 

radius of the sun shown later (Sec. 5-13) should be r巴ducedby 0.04". 

5. Data Processing 

1) Apparent relative positions 

In order to compare the observed relative positions with the ephemeris, th巴exact

values must be known for th巴ephemeristime and the g巴odeticposition of the observa-

tion point. However a larg巴amountof accumulation of th巴astronomicaland the geo” 

detic observations is necessary b巴forethose values come to b巴available. So, the studies 

on this thema being left for the subsequent r巴ports,the apparent relative position 

of the sun to the moon only is discussed in th巴presentpaper. For th巴 convenienceof 

the future studies, however, the results of th巴presentinv巴stigationshall be expressed 

in such a form that they can be compared with the ephemeris as soon as the necessary 

values become to be known. 

In th巴 presentpap巴r,LIT and the geodetic coordinates of the observation point are 

assumed to have the following values: 

LI T三ET-UTC

the geodetic coordinates 

longitude 

+38.88, 

97° 04' 24.75" w, 
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latitude 

height above the sea level 

15° 51' 53.6011 N, 

93.1皿，

The latters are the values obtained astronomically and trigonometrically as stated 

in Section 3. 

The adopted constants (IAU, 1964) are: 

the flattening of the earth 1/298. 25, 

the radius of the moon 0. 2725026 

in the unit of the巴quatorialradius of the earth. 

From these values adopted the topocentric ephemeris of the sun and the moon are: 

at 17h 27皿 15.5668 UTC (which is t02 as defined later); 

a0=23h 11m 10.1588， αc=23h Hm 08.9338, 

00=-6° 14' 27.19ぺ oc=-5。15'02. 70ヘ
r0= 16' 06.84", re= 16' 47 .66ぺ

These are calculated from the Japanese Ephemeris for 1970 which includes corrections 

to the new IAU system. (0’s ar巴 supposedformally, if necessary, after the lowest 

decimals of the figures.) 

2) Fundamental Equations 

After Kristenson (1951) we derive the fundamental equations for determining the 

apparent relative position of the sun with respect to the moon. Consider a time to2 

v 

M 

Fig. 4 R巴lationbetween the sun and the moon. 

S, NI: the centers of the sun and the moon respectively, 
r0, re: the radii of the sun and the moon respectively, 

N: the direction of the north pole. 
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near the second contact. Fig. 4 shows the r巴lativepositions of the sun and the moon 

at to2・ Inthe figure /t0 is the height of a point Q on the lunar contour of which the 

position angle is ρabove the solar edge. 

Let tc be the time at which this contour point Q touches the solar edge. Denoting 

the speed and the direction of the motion of the moon to the sun by v and <ft resp巴C”

tively, we get 

lzo=-VCOS （ゆーρ）×（九一九2). 、B
S
J

1
i
 

（
 Also with d denote the distance between the centers of the sun and the moon and with 

lz the height of the point Q above the zero level of the lunar limb, then 

Y0 COSε＋ho十dcos(p。－pー180°）＝η十h.

The meaning ofεis shown in the figure and ρ。isthe position angle of the center of 

the moon with respect to that of the sun. Dev巴lopingCOSS W巴canwrite 

れ OS（日）十（げがho-r0f-1z..

When any contour map is available, we can read from it the height hM for the 

corresponding position angle. Writing 

lz=lzM十h',

we have 
_2 

dcos （ムーρ）十（η一九）＝ん－r0言－fiM-fi1.

The residual height h' represents the巴rrorin the contour map. 

In the equation, put 

dcosρ。＝x2.

d sin Po＝γ2, 

cosρ＝a, 

sin ρ＝b, 

γ屯一γ自＝二Z2,

2 c:・ 
γ。τ＝v,

then, using (1) 

ax2十by2十Z2ニ－vcos （ゆ－ρ）×（tc-to2）－ν－fiM-lz1,

where we can write 
-2 ,:/2 

=r，向二一＝一二－ sin28. 
り 2 2r0 

Similarly for the third contact, we have 

axa十bya十Zs=-VCOS（ゆ－ρ）×（tc-tos）一ν－/zM-lz1.

In the equations, however, x2, Y2, z2，♂s, Ya and Zs are not all independent of each 

other, but are connected by the following relations, 

♂a-X2＝~＝（0《一九）oa －（占〈一九）仙

γa-Y2＝マ＝｛（α〈一α。）os-(a~ーα。）叶COS00,

Za-z2＝（＝（η－r0)osー（r(-r，。）02. 

The suffixes 02 and 03 mean the values at t02 and t0a, respectively. 

The quantities (o《一九）02,ca（一九）oaand similar ones in the right-hand sides, them-

selves are unknown-they are the very quantities to be determined-'-, but their differ-

ences or t，マand( are known from the predictions. 

Thus we obtain the fundamental equations 
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atc2十by2+Z2＝一世cos（。－ρ）×（t。－fo2）一ν－hy-h'
(for the second contact) (2) 

α♂2十by2十Z2=-V COS （ゆーρ）×（tc-toa）一νー/iy-/i'-a~－bマ＿，

(for the third contact), 

where v andゆareslightly di妊erentbetween at the second and th巴thirdcontacts, and 

the respective values must be used. 

It is suggestive to express the relative positions in t巴rmsof the two components, 

one along the direction of the relative motion and the other perpendicular to it. In 

this case the first component is expected to be determined with a rriuch better accuracy. 

By simple mathematical relations 

x=x' cosゆ＋Y'sin <f>, 

y=x'.sin <j>-x' cos <f>, 

we tr官 isform(x, y) into (x＇，ν午 Thenobviously from Fig. 5, (x', y') are the compo-

nents required. Forゆth巴valueat the second contact is used . 
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Fig. 5 Relation betwe巴n(x, y) and （が， u’）．

The equations b巴come

α＇xz'十b'yz'+z2= -v cos （。－p） ×（tc-fo2）一ν~h直一h'

(for the second contact), (3) 

a'x2人トb'yz'+z2＝一世cos（。－p） ×（fc-foa）ー ν－h盟－h'-a~－b甲＿，

(for the third contact), 

where 

a'=cos（伸一ρ），

3) Flowchart for the data processing 

The following sch巴mashows the process of the r巴duction. A series of calcula-

tions must be can匂dout about the items shown in the schema. Most of the calcula” 

tions have b巴巴nmade by HIP AC-103 of Hydrographic Departm巴nt. The details of 

each calculation, except for those already mentioned; shall be discussed in order. 

b'=sin （ゆーρ）．
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4) Reduction of the timing records 

The moment of exposure for each frame of the flash spectrum is obtained by 

reading the spot marl王ofthe neon lamp printed just beside the frame concerned. The 

raw timing data thus measured are smoothed and then reduced to the UTC system in 

the way which is shown in the following schema. The accuracy of the timing for 

each frame is better than 2 msecs. 

Timing data 

TL-Tc: the tim巴 intervalcorresponding to the distance on the film from a 

frame to the marl王whichwas r巴cordedat the same instant as the ex” 

posure of the frame. The conversion factor from the distance to the 

time interval was determined with th巴accuracyhigher than 1 msec 

by reducing the results of the test carried out in the dark room just 

after the observation of the eclipse. 

Tr-TL: the differenc巴 betweenthe r巴C巴ivedWWV time signals and the 

pulses from the crystal clock. 

TuTc Tr : the travel time between the WWV station in Fort Collins and Puerto 

Escondido. 

5) Local predictions 

In order to solve the least squares equations for det巴rminingthe relative positions, 

it is necessary, as stated in 2), to know in advance the relative velocity and some other 

quantities. For this purpose the computing program for local predictions of solar 
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eclipse, wich had been develop巴dby the authors for planning the expedition, was 

applied with some minor modifications. 

The necessary values thus obtained are shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. PREDICTIONS 

contact t (UTC) 世 キ

44.77° 

d ρ。
207.24° 

62.31° 

second 17h27皿 15.5668 0.387011/sec 

0.386511/sec 

39.9511 

，d
 

γ
A
 

－

I
 

’H
 

ふ
e 17h3om31. 5368 44. 62° 39. 51" 

~＝十0.27 490" /sec×（toa-to2）ニ十53.872"
ザニ十0.2719011 /s巴C×Ctos-to2)=+53. 284" 
＇＝十 0.0003111 /s巴C×Ctos-t回）＝＋ 0.061" 

6) Reading for th巴abscissaeof the hills and valleys 

In order that the photographic densities are measured for the same point on the 

moon’s contour throughout all the frames, it is necessary that the position angle of any 

point on the contour are known for every frame. This is done by identifying some 

prominent hills and valleys for every fr百 neand then comparing the means of their 

abscissae with a contour map. 

In the actual case 18 hills and valleys, called “control points" hereafter, were 

chosen for each contact and they wer巴comparedwith Watts' charts. 

In any profile, all the control points do not appear at the same time. The control 

points could be measured only when th巴irphotographic densities were within the limit 

between 0.8 and 1.8. Moreover, sometimes the noises make it impossible t9 measure 

them even within the limit. The number of the contr刀lpoints in one frame of which 

the abscissae could be read was 5 to 10. 

7) Finding a common origin 

Since the abscissae of the profiles are read referring to the scale on th巴r巴cording

paper, the origin for each profile is not in general at the same position with respect to 

the control points. Therefore the process of taking an average among them is not 

necessarily trivial. In order to find out a common origin, all the profiles must be 

made coincide with each other by pursuing the control points appearing in the suc-

cessive frames. Then the averages of the adjusted abscissae referred to this origin 

are taken for all the control points. 

Thus the average of the abscissae wer巴determinedwith the standard deviations 

of about 0.3 unit of the scale of the recording paper, or 0.05° of position angle. The 

scale could be considered to be the same throughout all the frames without any serious 

error. Since the mean errors are巴qualto 0.01 °, it is expect巴dthat the comparison 

with Watts’contour are made with a very good agreement. 

8) Reading of the photographic d巴nsities

The next step in the flowchart for the reduction is to read the ordinates or the 

photographic densities D from the photometric profiles. Now we have a commo註

origin and the same scale for all the frames. So, if we read the densities for corres-
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ponding abscissae x of the successive frames, it is likely that we can follow the change 

in the density for that point with resp巴ctto time. The deviations of the abscissae of 

the control points, however, amount to 0.12° at maximum, while it should be noticed 

that the slopes on the moon’s contour are generally very steep and often exceed 0.5 unit 

of D per 0.2° in th巴 profiles. Therefore, if the origin of巴achframe is simply・ made 

coincide with each other, the deviations in the measured densities would be so large 

that the time dependency is rendered very obscure and cons叫uentlyit would not lead 

to a good result. 

In order to avoid this di白cultyit is advisable that the corresponding control points 

in the successive profiles ar巴 superposedon each other and always the values at the 

same point are read. 

Since this means simply to r巴turnthe images of hills or valleys in any frame 

which are carried to arbitrary places by various causes, to their respective mean places, 

the position angles will not be shifted systematically in this process. 

Densities D were read only for the values between 0.97 and 1.47, within which the 

linearity was kept well. The numbers of the points on which the densities D were 

read ware 124 for the s巴condcontact and 138 for the third contact. 

9) Determination of tc 

In the process of measuring the densities D, about 15 readings were obtained for 

every contour point. Since their decrease (for the second contact) and increase (for 

the third contact) are almost proportional to tim。asimple relation is assumed between 

the density change and tim巴， thatis, 

D＝αt+b, 

and from this expr巴ssionis determined the time ic at which D tak巴sa certain value. 

Adopted value of D was 1.22 actually. 

Now a slight corr巴ctionis necessary to the raw data of the density D read from 

the profile. The density which is needed must be the value as integrated along the 

radius for each position angle of the crescent. On the other hand, the measured den-

sity D is the value summed up on the flash spectrum along the direction of dispersion 

direction 

of dispeγsion M 

Fig. 6 The intensity is integrated along the direction of the disp巴rsion.
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or the value integrated with some inclination to the radius when the position angle is 

diff巴rentfrom the direction of dispersion (Fig. 6). 

Let I be the intensity of the spectrum at th巴positionangl巴ρ，Ibeing the value 

integrated in parallel with the direction of dispersion Po・ んdenotesthe reduced inten-

sity integrated along the radius. Then obviously from the figure, 

I。＝!cos（ρ－ρ。）．
On the other hand, D and log I are connected by a relation, which is approximately 

expressed as dD/dlog 1=0.7. Therefor巴， thesch巴mefor obtaining reduced density 

from D is shown in the following way. 

D→log I→I→ん→logIo→reduced D 

The direction of dispersion Po can be det巴rmin巴dfrom the coronal stripes which 

appear on the both sides in the photographs of the spectrum. 

Each tc was determined with the mean error of 0.0158. The coefficients a which 

represent the rate of the density change with tim巴 showedunexp巴cteddeviations. 

This is supposed to be caused by the fact that the images on the film suffer the influ-

enc巴ofthe neighboring light b巴causeof the small size of the images. But the results 

of a preliminary reduction did not show any considerable correlation between the values 

of a and the amounts of residual. H巴nce,in the present investigation any correction 

was not given as to a and all the contour points were treat巴dwith an equal weight. 

The times tc for all th巴adoptedpoints are shown in Table 4. 

10) Reading of Watts' charts 

From the Astronomical Ephemeris 1970 we obtain the following ephemeris for 

physical observation for Puerto Escondido at the time of totality, 

l＝ 十2.70。，
b口ー0.15°,

C= 338.63°. 

With the us巴 ofthes巴 values,the h巴ightsof the moon’s contours above the mean 

level were read from the charts for巴very0.2° in the position angle. Since the values 

/zy thus read ar巴 thos巴 atthe mean distance of the moon, th巴ymust be multiplied by 

the factor S/50, where Sis the moon’s topocentric semidiameter, 1006.8" in the pres巴nt

case, and 50 is 932.6ぺthesemidiameter at the mean distance. 

11) Comparison b巴tweenthe observed profiles and Watts' contours-Determination of 

the position angles 

The density is read with respect to the argument x which is the abscissae on the 

recording paper of the microphotometer. On the other hand, w巴mustknow the density 

with resp巴ctto the position angles. The relation between x and the position angles is 

obtain巴dby comparing the obs巴rv巴dprofil巴swith Watts' contours. 

羽「ithz。isdenoted the value of x corresponding to the direction of dispersion (or 
(dρ＼ 

that near to it) and with ρ。andl←一 lthe position angle and its derivative at x0 re-
~ dx Jo 

spectively. Let x<IJ be x for the i-th control point determined in Section 7 and 持） the 

position angle belonging to it read from Watts' charts. Then, 

がl)_Xo=rsin （斥〉－ρ。），
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1=57.2附／（！／；）。，
where p is expressed in degrees. 

mg. 

f dρ＼ 
From 18 control points for each contact, 1うoand lっ－ ) were determined as follow-

¥ax Jo 

Contact 

second 
third 

TABLE 2. CONSTANTS FOR THE CONVERSION X T Oρ 

Xo 

104.57 

126.67 

ρ。（m.e.)

28.95°土0.03°

244.12 +0.05 

（号）。（m巴）

0.1573。士0.0012。

-0.1569 ±0.0011 

In Table 4 Pr,!;) andρCl) are shown, the latter being calculated from each xC1) using 

Po and ( !f ) deten山巴dabove. We can s巴efrom T枇 4the devi凶 ionsas large as 
＼ιん I0 

0.3 ° at the maximum between the observed position angles pm and those by Watts却〉．

TABLE 3. POSITION ANGLES OF THE“CONTROL POINTS” 
（π＝ρ－C＝ρ十21.370。）

s巴condcontact third contact 

π（l) π〈言Vl) π（l) πr,!;) 

35.812° 35.810。 256.571° 256.366° 

42.432 42.757 257 .111 256.822 

43.856 43.888 257.533 257.779 

44.528 44.403 264.586 264.640 

45.147 45.161 265.013 265.125 

45.413 45.493 266.633 266.549 

46.043 46.041 268.142 267.890 

48.586 48.581 268.942 268.769 

48.977 49.995 270.781 270.625 

49.423 49.479 271.550 271. 271 

50.900 50.840 271.885 272.949 

51.560 51.373 272.183 272.298 

51. 761 51.577 272.636 272.794 

52.900 52.837 273.195 273.205 

53.492 53.672 274.380 274.401 

54.409 54.301 276.060 275.981 

58.070 58.243 276.607 276.459 

58.917 58.938 277.900 277.896 

12) Revisions to羽Tatt’scharts 

In comparing the obtained contours with Watts' charts, it is expected that it will 

give a much better result to compare the both after making som巴 revisionsto Watts' 

values than to do so with the original values. Of course it must be avoided that the 

position angles are displaced syst巴maticallyor the z巴rolev巴lis shifted by these revi -
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sions. Two revisions are effective : 

i) To giv巴flexibilityto the position angles of Watts' charts 

As stated in the pr巴vioussubsection, there exist fairly large deviations in the 

position angles of the hills and valleys betwe巴nthose obs巴rvedand those by Watts. 

Considering the steepness of the lunar topography, it would only produce larger re-

siduals to compare them directly, and it would lead to a rather wrong result. There-

fore a small revision is given to the position angle of each control point in Watts' 

charts so that it coincides with that obtained from observation. Between the control 

points the scales of position angles are enlarg吋 orcontracted in such a way that a 

linear scale is gain巴din each interval. 

Perhaps it would be more reasonable to give corrections to the observed position 

angles if we consider that the di妊erencesare caused by the image distortions oロour

film. But the result will be quite the same whichever procedure is taken, since both 

the position angles ar巴keptcoincid巴ntwith巴achother on the av巴rage. 1¥在oreover,

for the convenience of any recalculation with the another contour map, it is desirable 

tor巴mainthe observational data unchanged. 

ii) Correction to the e節目tsof irradiation 

It is obvious that the observed profiles suffer the influences of irradiation etc. 

b巴causeof the resolution pow巴rof the optics, the atmospheric disturbance, the emul-

sion properties and the finiteness of the slit of the microphotometer. 

actual contour 

observed contour 

Simulation of th巴 irradiationeffects 

In Fig. 7 is shown an example of those effects which is artificially made by a 

simple simulation by the computer. (The effects are a little exaggerated・ in this ex-

ample.) Bas巴don this result is introduced an expression for the correction which is 

very simple but・ repres巴ntsthe actual phenomenan with a good agreement, and with 
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this correction the second revision is made to Watts' contours. 

ρ 

14.06。1

14.22 

14.39 

14.55 

14.71 

14.87 

19.85 

20.01 

20.17 

20.33 

20.49 ! 

20.65 

20.81 

20.97 

21.13 

21. 29 : 

21.44 

21.60 

21.76 

21.92 

22.08 

22.24 

22.40 . 

22.55 

22.71 

22.87 

23.03 

23.19 

23.34 

23.50 

23.66 

23.82 

TABLE 4. OBSERVATION DATA 

1st column: position angl巴s(not corrected), 
2nd column: tc in the serial seconds counted from l 7h27mOOs UTC, 

3rd column: observed heights h, 
4th column: Watts' heights hw which are given two revisions already, 

5th column: r巴sidualsh'. 

The blanks mean that tc are not available there. 

tc h h’ p fc h hw 

12.58s ・ -0.87" -0.83" -0.04" 23.98。 13, 69s -0.23° -0.17" 

12.93 -0~96 -0.89 -0.07 24.13 13.75 -0.25 -0.17 

13.03 -0.96 -0.92 -0.04 24.29 13.62 -0.19 -0.15 

12.98 -0.93 -0.96 十0.03 24.45 13.35 -0.09 -0.11 

12.96 -0.89 -0.92 十0.03 24.61 13.11 十0.01 0.11 

12.94 -0.85 -0.85 十0.00 24.77 13.09 十0.02 -0.05 

十0.17 24.92 13.32 -0.06 -0.07 

十0.03 25.08 13.52 -0.13 -0.18 

12.98 -0.22 -0.13 -0.09 25.24 13.87 -0.25 -0.28 

13.22 -0.28 -0.21 -0.07 25.40 14.23 -0.37 0.35 

13.55 -0.39 -0.28 -0.11 25.55 14.46 -0.47 -0.44 

13.94 -0.52 -0.40 -0.12 25.71 14.72 -0.55 -0.48 

14.33 -0.64 -0.55 -0.09 25.87 14.93 -0.62 -0.56 

14.91 -0.84 -0.75 -0.09 26.03 14.94 -0.63 -0.74 

15.33 -0.98 -0.86 -0.12 26.18 15.08 -0.68 -0.81 

15.62 -1.07 -0.91 -0.16 26.34 15.40 -0.80 -0.93 

15.55 1.02 -0.99 -0.03 26.50 15.79 -0.94 -1.03 

15.54 -1.01 -1.03 +0.02 26.66 15.92 -0.98 -1.07 

15.56 -1.01 -1.03 十0.02 26.81 15.88 -0.97 -1.13 

15.40 -0.95 -1.02 十0.07 26.97 15.89 -0.98 -1.17 

15.06 -0.81 -0.96 十0.15 27.13 16.04 -'-1. 03 -1.17 

14.77 -0.70 -0.85 +0.15 27.29 15.93 -'O. 99 1.20 

14.50 -0.59 -0.71 十0.12 27.44 15.92 -0.99 -1.25 

14.49 -0.58 -0.57 -0.01 27.60 16.38 -1.16 1.19 

14.71 -0.65 -0.57 -0.08 27.76 16.26 -1.11 1.16 

15.14 -0.80 -0.65 -0.15 27.92 15.79 -0.95 -1.13 

15.20 -0.81 -0.63 -0.18 28.07 15.54 -0.86 -1.09 

15.03 -0.74 -0.62 -0.12 28.23 15.79 -0.95 -1.10 

14.78 -0.65 -0.53 0.12 28.39 16.15 -1.09 -1.15 

14.33 -0.48 -0.38 -0.10 28.55 16.27 -1.14 -1.24 

13.82 -0.29 -0.25 -0.04 28.70 16.43 -1.20 1.29 

13.63 -0.21 -0.20 0.01 28.86 16.49 -1.23 -1.29 

h’ 

-0.06" 

-0.08 

-0.04 

十0.02

十0.12

+0.07 

十0.01

十0.05

十0.03

-0.02 

-0.03 

-0.07 

-0.06 ! 
十0.11 ! 

十0.13

+0.13 i 
十0.09 i 

+0.09 : 

十0.16 i 

+0.19 i 

十0.14 ' 

十0.21

+0.26 

十0.03

十0.05

十0.18

十0.23

十0.15

+0.06 

十0.10

十0.09

十0.06
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p fc h hw /;' 1う fc h hw h’ 
29.02。 16.44s -1.21" -1.28" 十0.07" 33.74° 14.64s 0.8F -0.86" 十0.05"
29.17 16.23 -1.15 -1.21 十0.06 33.90 14.51 -0.78 -0.83 十0.05

29.33 15.88 -1.01 -1.15 十0.14 34.06 14.48 -0.78 -0.77 -0.01 

29.49 15.59 -0.91 -1.11 十0.20 34.22 14.43 -0.77 -0.73 -0.04 

29.65 15.95 -1.05 -1.09 十0.04 34.37 14.35 -0.76 -0.76 十0.00

29.80 16.12 -1.12 -1.09 -0.03 34.53 14.27 -0.74 -0.72 -0.02 

29.96 15.95 -1.06 -1.14 +0.08 34.69 14.17 -0.72 -0.66 -0.06 

30.12 16.08 -1.12 -1.15 十0.03 34.85 13.99 -0.66 -0.64 -0.02 

30.28 16.39 -1.24 -1.11 -0.13 35.01 13.75 -0.59 -0.59 +o.oo 

30.43 16.20 -1.18 -1.08 -0.10 35.17 13.55 -0.53 -0.49 -0.04 

30.59 16.04 -1.12 -1.00 -0.12 35.32 13.31 -0.45 -0.42 -0.03 

30.75 15.88 -1.07 -0.89 -0.18 35.48 13.08 -0.38 -0.39 +0.01 
30.91 15.51 0.94 -0.79 -0.15 35.64 12.98 -0.36 -0.37 +0.01 

31.06 15.24 -0.85 -0.73 -0.12 35.80 12.89 -0.35 -0.36 +0.01 
31.22 15.09 -0.80 -0.71 -0.09 35.96 12.81 -0.33 -0.37 +0.04 

31.38 14.96 -0.76 -0.69 -0.07 36.12 13.09 -0.46 -0.39 -0.07 
31.54 15.06 0.81 -0.69 -0.12 36.27 13.14 -0.50 -0.40 -0.10 
31.69 15.19 -0.87 -0.73 -0.14 36.43 13.16 -0.53 -0.39 -0.14 
31.85 15.26 -0.90 -0.83 -0.07 36.59 13.13 -0.53 -0.33 -0.20 
32.01 15.32 -0.94 -0.93 -0.01 36.75 -0.36 

32.17 15.44 -0.99 -0.97 -0.02 36.91 -0.42 
32.32 15.62 -1.07 -0.99 一0.08 37.07 12.46 -0.33 -0.52 十0.19
32.48 15.51 -1.04 -1.00 -0.04 37.23 13.24 -0.65 -0.71 +0.06 
32.64 15.26 一0.96 -0.99 +0.03 37.39 13.57 -0.80 -0.85 十0.05
32.80 15.04 -0.89 -0.97 十0.08 37.55 13.62 -0.84 -0.89 十0.05

32.95 15.02 -0.89 -0.94 +0.05 37.70 13.57 -0.84 -0.89 十0.05
33.11 15.09 -0.93 -0.93 +o.oo 37.86 13.50 -0.84 -0.84 十0.00
33.27 14.96 -0.89 -0.92 +0.03 38.02 13.41 0.82 -0.65 -0.17 
33.43 14.89 -0.88 -0.92 +0.04 38.18 13.21 -0.77 一0.55 -0.22 
33.59 14.86 -0.87 -0.88 +0.01 38.34 -0.42 

ρ fc h hw h’ p fc h hw h’ 
234.30° 215.18s +0.33" 十0.1911 十0.14" 235.41° 213. 98s -0.02" -0.08'' 十o.ow1
234.45 214.62 十0.13 十0.03 十0.10 235.57 213.86 -0.06 -0.05 -0.01 
234.61 214.13 -0.04 0.13 十0.09 235.72 213.69 -0.11 -0.10 -0.01 
234.77 213. 97 -0.08 -0.30 十0.22 235.88 213.46 -0.18 -0.15 -0.03 
234.93 213.83 -0.11 -0.32 十0.21 236.04 213.21 -0.27 0.21 -0.06 

235.09 213.86 -0.10 -0.31 十0.21 236.20 213.22 -0.25 -0.24 -0.01 
235.25 213.98 -0.04 -0.30 十0.26 236.36 213.20 -0.25 -0.25 十0.00
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Iう fc It hw /z.' Iう fc It hw h’ 

236.52° 213.02s -0.31" -0.231' -0.08" 245.64° 213, 52s -0.02" 十0.04" -0.0611 

236.68 213.21 0.19 -0.03 245.79 213・47 -0.05 -0.03 -0.02 

236.83 213.41 -0.22 -0.16 十0.02 245.95 213.24 -0.14 -0.06 -0.08 

236.99 213.94 -0.14 -0.01 十0.09 246.11 213.16 -0.17 -0.16 -0.01 

237.15 十0.08 十0.07 246.26 212.53 -0.41 -0.35 0.06 

237.31 十0.13 246.42 211. 90 -0.65 -0.55 -0.10 

237.47 十0.25 246.58 211. 75 -0.71 -0.65 -0.06 

240.62 +1.02 246.74 211. 74 -0.72 -0.64 -0.08 

240.77 十0.81 246.89 211. 90 -0.67 -0.59 -0.08 

240.93 214.51 十0.43 +0.68 -0.25 247.05 212.74 -0.38 -0.43 十0.05

241.09 214.33 十0.37 +0.61 -0.24 247.21 213.57 -0.10 -0.05 -0.05 

241.24 214.39 十0.39 十0.49 -0.10 247.36 214.15 +0.10 十0.12 -0.02 

241.40 214.05 十0.26 +0.34 -0.08 247.52 214.18 十0.10 十0.19 -0.09 

241.56 213. 51 +0.07 十0.19 -0.12 247.68 213.36 -0.20 十0.10 -0.30 

241.71 213.15 -0.06 十0.05 -0.11 247.84 212.93 -0.37 -0.19 -0.18 

241.87 212.67 -0.24 -0.08 -0.16 247.99 212.78 -0.43 -0.33 -0.10 

242.03 212.21 -0.42 -0.20 -0.22 248.15 212.59 -0.51 0.42 -0.09 

242.19 211;88 -0.54 -0.33 -0.21 248.31 212.46 -0.57 -0.51 -0.06 

242.34 211.63 -0.63 -0.40 -0.23 248.46 212.46 -0.58 -0.61 十0.03

242.50 211.35 -0.73 -0.51 -0.22 248.62 212.25 0.67 -0.74 十0.07

242.66 210.81 -0.93 -0.74 -0.19 248.78 211.86 -0.82 -0.96 十0.14

242.81 210.36 -1.10 -1.03 -0.07 248.94 211.40 -0.99 -1.17 +o.18 

242.97 209.88 1.27 -1.18 -0.09 249.09 211.07 -1.12 -1.27 十0.15

243.13 209.59 1.38 1.28 -0.10 249.25 210.98 -1.17 -1.28 十0.11

243.28 209.54 1.40 -1.32 0.08 249.41 210.98 1.19 -1.29 十0.10

243.44 210.00 -1.23 -1.29 +0.06 249.57 211.46 -1.03 -1.10 十0.07

243.60 210.44 -1.07 -1.23 +o.16 249.72 212.06 0.83 0.93 十0.10

243.75 210.60 1.02 1.19 十0.17 249.88 212.14 -0.83 0.87 +0.04 

243.91 210.62 -1.01 -1.12 十0.11 250.04 212.08 0.86 -0.84 -0.02 

244.07 210.78 -0.96 -1.08 十0.12 250.20 212.03 0.89 -0.91 十0.02

244.23 211.10 -0.85 -1.06 十0.21 250.35 212.01 -0.92 -0.96 +o.oo 

244.38 211.68 -0.64 -0.75 十0.11 250.51 211. 87 -0.98 -0.98 十0.04

244.54 212.68 -0.28 -0.53 +0.25 250.67 211.69 -1.06 -0.98 -0.08 

244.70 213.55 十0.03 -0.24 十0.27 250.83 211. 93 -1.00 -0.99 -0.01 

244.85 214.06 十0.21 +0.19 十0.02 250.99 211. 91 ー 1.02 -1.04 +0.02 

245.01 214.54 十0.38 十0.39 -0.01 251.14 211.64 1.13 -1 .09 -0.04 

245.17 214.95 十0.52 +0.49 十0.03 251.30 211.32 -1.26 1 .13 -0・13

245.32 214.62 +0.39 十0.41 -0.02 251.46 211. 26 1.30 -1 .12 -0.18 

245.48 213.83 十0.10 十0.21 -0.11 251.62 211. 61 1.20 1 .08 -0.12 
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Iう tc h hw h' 二b fc h hw h’ 

251. 78' 21l.84s 1.14" 1.18" 十0.04" 255.44' 213. 62 s -1.07" -1.11" 十0.04"

251.94 211.81 1.16 -1.10 -0.06 255.60 213.78 -1.05 -1.09 +0.04 

252.09 211.55 1. 27 1.01 -0.26 255.76 213.81 -1.07 1.09 +0.02 

252.25 211.29 -1.38 1.12 -0.26 255.92 213.85 -1.08 -1.04 -0.04 

252.41 211.25 1.42 1.33 -0.09 256.08 214.0.5 -1.05 -1.00 -0.05 

252.57 211.22 -1.45 -1.49 十0.04 256.24 214.24 -1.01 -1.01 十0.00

252.73 211.24 -1.46 -1.67 十0.21 256.40 214.48 -0.97 -0.91 -0.06 

252.89 210.96 -1.58 -1.81 十0.23 256.56 214.70 -0.92 -0.89 -0.03 

253.05 210.49 -1.76 -1.79 +0.03 256.72 214.57 -0.99 -0.88 -0.11 

253.20 210.89 -1.65 -1.76 +0.11 256.88 214.59 -1.02 -0.87 -0.15 

253.36 211.57 -1.44 -1.68 十0.24 257.04 215.07 -0.90 -0.89 -0.01 

253.52 212.24 -1.23 -1.46 十0.23 257.36 215.24 -0.91 -0.92 +0.01 

253.68 212.29 -1.24 -1.26 十0.02 257.52 214.99 -1.02 -0.97 -0.05 

253.84 212.30 -1.26 -1.27 十0.01 257.68 215.03 1.04 -0.99 -0.05 

254.00 212.51 -1.21 -1.22 十0.01 257.85 215.14 -1.04 -1.07 十0.03

254.16 212.81 -1.14 -1.10 -0.04 258.65 215.18 1.20 -1.23 十0.03

254.32 213.21 -1.03 -1.01 -0.02 258.82 214.86 1.33 1.47 十0.14

254.48 213.68 -0.90 -0.99 十0.09 258.98 -1.58 

254.64 213.96 -0.82 -0.99 +0.17 259.14 -1.67 

254.80 213.79 -0.92 -1.04 +0.12 259.30 -1. 77 

254.96 213.49 -1.03 -1.09 十0.06 259.47 -1.86 

255.12 213.44 -1.08 -1.17 十0.09 259.63 -1.96 

255.28 213.50 -1.08 -1.19 十0.11 259.79 -1.95 

13) Least squares solution 

In solving the equations for the least squares m巴thod(2) and (3), a modification 

is made to these equations, such that a constant error in the position angles in th巴

contour map, if it ever exists, is det巴cted. The new equations are obtained by substi-

tu ting iう十it for ρ and introducing another unknown u. After this substitution ρ 
means the tabular position angl巴inWatts' charts and lう十urepresents the true position 

angle. The modified equations ar巴

αXz十byz十Cll十Zz＝一世 cos（ゆ－1り）×（fc-foz)-hw一ν－h'

(for the second contact), (4) 

αXz十b仇十Clt十Z2=-V  COS （ゆ－ρ）× （tc-fos)-hw一ν－h'-a~－bマ＿，
(for the third contact), 

where c=di sin （ρoi-P)+v sin （ゆ－1う）×（tc-toi) (i=2, 3). 

The heights ムv are the readings from the Watts' charts and the approximate values 

for di and Poi are taken from the predictions. The other notations are the sam巴asin 

(2) and (3). 

Similarly as to ("u＇，〆），
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a'xi+b'y；十cit十z2=-vcos（ゆ－P）×Ctc-fo2)-lzw一ν－h'
(for the second contact), (5) 

a'x;+b'y；十cu十Z2=-VCOS （。－ρ）× Ctc-foa)-hw 一ν－h'-a~－ b甲－~

(for the third contact). 

Table 4 gives the necessary quantities for the solution. Also Fig. 8 shows Ii and 

hw・Asfor Watts' heights hw, both the original and the revised ones are given. 

Finally the least squar巴sequations are solv巴d,which give the results : at the time 

17h 27m 15.5668 UTC (which is t02); 

i) in Right Ascension and D巴clination,

X2＝ん－00= -35.36＂土 0.05"(m.eふ

(-35.51) 

仇＝（α〈一α。）cosδ。＝－17.94士0.05 （”）， 

(-18.30) 

Z2＝γ正一γ臼＝ +40.50 ±0.02 （”）， 

（十40.82)

uロ十0.17° 土0.09° （”）． 

(The figures in the parentheses are the valu巴scalculated from the ephemeris.) 

ii) in the dir巴ctionsof the relativ巴motionand rectangular to it （ゆ＝44.77°),

6. Conclusion 

xi= -37.733＂土 0.008"(mι） 

(positive sign is for the dir巴ctionof ¢), 

Yi= -12.16 ±0.07 （”） 

(positive sign is for the direction 90° from ¢ cloc;;kwise), 

Z2= +40.50 土0.02 （”） 

uヱ十 0.17° 土0.09° （”）． 

Th巴 positionof the sun with r巴spectto the moon was derived numerically to the 

accuracy of 0.00811 in the direction of the apparent relative motion. Though this accu-

racy should be reduced to 0.0211～0.0311 in view of the fact that it has been yielded by 

the treatments of somewhat d巴pendentvalues of lunar contours it is reasonable to say 

that our initial aim is completely attained when it is reminded that it is the determina明

tion of contact with an accuracy comparable to that of the datum provided by the 

lunar map. 狂oweverthe discrepancies betw巴巴nthe two contours, that of Watts and 

that just derived, are unexp巴ctedlylarge. They are concidered to be brought about by 

the photographic e妊ects(e.g. irradiation, Eberhard e旺ect)inevitable in such a small 

system of registration. 

The correction to the orientation of Watts' charts is not so reliable because the 

results are apt to be affected巴venby small errors in the data. The observation of 

the eclips巴isprobably not favorable for・thisproblem 

The differences between the observation and the ephemeris, although we can not 

refer to them definitely clue to the lack of knowledge on the exact values of the ephe-

meris tim巴 and the g巴ocl巴ticposition of the observation point, do not s巴巴m to be 
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explainable by the observational errors, the vertical deflection at the point and the 

unestablished part of the ephemeris time. 
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